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1.How many times can an authorization code be used to obtain an access token?
A. 1
B. 2
C. 5
D. Unlimited until it expires
E. Unlimited as long as requests come within specified time of authorization code creation
Answer: A
2.When is it appropriate to use query parameters in RESTful API design? Select all that are correct
A. When passing username and passwords.
B. When providing the ability to return different levels of detail in the response.
C. When requesting that an entire collection be deleted.
D. When filtering the response based upon a query
Answer: B,D
3.What does the variable "message.content" represent?
A. the request content in the request flow
B. the response content in the response flow
C. the request content when in the request flow and the response content when in the response flow
D. neither the request content nor the response content
Answer: C
4.Which features are supported in the OAulhV2 policy'? Select all that are correct. Choose 3
answers
A. setting custom attributes for generated access tokens
B. storing external access tokens
C. credentials validation when password grantjype is used
D. setting different expiration for refresh and access tokens
Answer: B,D
5.Which describe OAuth 2.0 Refresh Tokens'? Select all that are correct
A. can be used to generate or renew access tokens
B. is always issued with every access token
C. can be used to reset crederfflals
D. may be reused multiple times to create new access tokens
Answer: A,B,D
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